BUDDHISM

Description:
Buddhism follows the teachings of Lord Gautama Buddha, born Siddhartha, an Indian prince who lived circa 560–480 BCE. His mother had dreamed before his birth that he would either become a great king or renounce everything to become a holy man. His father, King Suddodana, wanted to make sure that Siddhartha did not renounce everything, so he raised him within the palace walls, to avoid the influence of holy men. However, after Siddhartha was married and had a child, his restless nature caused him to venture outside the palace. There he discovered that humans age, get sick, and die and that all humans are subject to this kind of suffering. He encountered a monk who had found peace through meditation, and he decided to renounce everything to seek enlightenment. For several years, he lived his life as a monk, but he did not succeed in his quest for enlightenment until, one day, he sat meditating under a bodhi tree, refusing to leave until he became enlightened. When he reached the state of enlightenment, he became the Buddha, or “enlightened one,” and he devoted his life to teaching others how to escape suffering.

All forms of Buddhism agree with the basic teachings of Lord Buddha, which can be found in the Four Noble Truths. The First Noble Truth is that ordinary existence is a state of suffering, or dukkha. There are three types of suffering: physical suffering, impermanence, and mental suffering. Physical suffering includes birth, sickness, old age, and death. Impermanence causes suffering because all things are impermanent. Finally, mental suffering, which is the worst kind, is a result of conditioned states and causes negative thinking that affects all aspects of life. The result of negative thinking can be seen in the body, speech, and mind. The body may be affected by killing, stealing, and sexual exploitation. Speech is affected by lies, abusive words, and gossip. The mind is affected by ignorance, greed, and anger.

The Second Noble Truth describes the cause of suffering, or the arising of dukkha. Culture has bred an ignorant state of mind that does not agree with the teachings of Lord Buddha. As a result, humans are bound to a false reality.

The Third Noble Truth describes the end of suffering, or the cessation of dukkha. Renouncing the negative mind and embracing a love for all beings, as well as, compassion and escaping ignorance to gain understanding of the true nature of reality constitute the path for escaping dukkha.

The Fourth Noble Truth shows that the only way to escape from suffering is to embrace the teachings of Lord Buddha. To undertake the escape, one must have a strong mental discipline and take on several lifetimes’ worth of practicing the teachings of the Buddha. The Eightfold Noble Path and the Five Precepts are the keys to following these teachings and are discussed in the section on morals.

Religious Elements:
Scriptural and Doctrinal Sources
There are three principal sources of spiritual guidance recognized by Buddhists as scriptural or doctrinal authorities:

- **Theravada Buddhism**: *Tripitaka* — The Tripitaka is a canon of the southern schools of Buddhism written in India within 500 years of the time of the Buddha. It is divided into three sections: the *Sutta*, a study of concentration and a guide for monastic life; the *Vinaya Pitaka*, a study of precepts, doctrine, and ethics; and the *Abhidharma Pitaka* or *Sthra*, a study of wisdom.

- **Mahayana Buddhism**: *Sutra* — The Sutras are written compositions that originated in Theravada and Mahayana Buddhism. In the Buddhist Sutras, some points of doctrine are discussed at length. The Sutras also contain records of conversations held with the Buddha and bodhisattvas.

- **Vajrayana Buddhism**: *Gsung-*bum — The Gsung-*bum is a collection of writings of Tibetan and Mongolian lamas on monastic discipline, the perfection of wisdom, Buddhist practices and other subjects, including the nature and origin of human knowledge, ritual, and meditation.

Rituals

- Some forms of Buddhism may have a vow-taking ceremony for laypeople.
- In baby-naming ceremonies, the child is given a Dharma name. (*Dharma* is the doctrine or teaching of Buddhism, the universal truth common to all people at all times, and proclaimed by the Buddha.)
- Bodhisattvas have vow-taking ceremonies.
- Pre-death rituals ensure that the soul moves easily into the next life.

Moral Code
The Eightfold Noble Path and the Five Precepts form the core of the Buddhist moral code. The Eightfold Noble Path is comprised of three groups of moral guidelines: wisdom, ethical discipline, and mental discipline.

- Wisdom: One must have right views about the four holy truths, a proper mental outlook, and right thoughts (renouncing thoughts of hatred and harm). The results are a pure mind and pure intentions.
- Ethical discipline: In right speech, the Buddhist avoids lying and gossiping. In right conduct, stealing, killing, and sexual exploitation are avoided. By pursuing a right livelihood, the devout Buddhist avoids an unwholesome way of life.
- Mental discipline: Buddhists make the right effort to think, say and do what is proper, carefully avoiding what is inappropriate; to maintain right mindfulness by being mindful of the Buddha's teachings (for example, by not putting oneself before others); and to practice right concentration by avoiding deviant thinking.

The Five Precepts involve the taking of vows, one for each precept. Vows are taken only if they can be kept. The precepts apply to body, speech, and mind. The precepts of the body oblige the adherent to abstain from (a) killing, (b) stealing,
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